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Abstract

This paper describes an application of unfalsi ed control theory to the design of an adaptive controller for a nonlinear robot manipulator. A nonlinear `computed torque' control structure is employed.
Four parameters representing unknown masses, inertias and other dynamical coecients are adaptively
adjusted in real-time using an linear programming technique to optimally satisfy control-law unfalsi cation conditions. Simulations show that the method yields signi cantly more precise and rapid parameter
adjustments than conventional continuous parameter update rules, especially when the manipulator arm
is subject to sudden random changes in mass or load properties.
I. Introduction

Unfalsi ed control theory [9], [10], [1] is primarily a plant-representation-free approach to controller
identi cation, though it can bene t from plant models if available. Theoretically, unfalsi ed control
theory provides a precise characterization of the increment in control-relevant knowledge in each new
measurement, allowing robust adaptive control of both linear and nonlinear systems. But design experience
with the unfalsi ed control is as yet very limited, and there is a need for design studies both to illustrate
the use of the theory and, more importantly, to more clearly identify implementation issues that may
prove to be of engineering importance.
Like the control-oriented identi cation methods of [4], [5], [6], [8], unfalsi ed control involves the testing
of classes of candidate models, performance goals, and open-loop measurement data for mutual consistency.
Identi cation is regarded as a winnowing process in which one discards so-called `falsi ed' models that fail
this consistency test. The distinguishing feature of unfalsi ed control is that the `models' being tested are
actually models of control laws and the performance goals are closed-loop control performance criteria.
Safonov and Cabral [2] have shown that even this distinction fades when control-oriented identi cation
and unfalsi ed control are viewed from Willems' [16] behavioral system perspective.
This paper takes a robot manipulator as an example to demonstrate how a priori mathematical knowledge (nonlinear plant models and uncertainty bounds) can be integrated into the essentially empirical
unfalsi ed control theory to form a procedure that takes into consideration both prior and posterior information. The paper is organized as follows. Section II brie y reviews some mathematical results about
robot manipulators and their control. Section III summarizes the key results of unfalsi ed control theory
taken from [10]. Section IV describes how a priori mathematical knowledge can be merged with data in
unfalsi ed control theory to design a robust adaptive controller. Computer simulations are provided in
Section V. Finally, discussion and conclusions are in Section VI.
II. Background: Mathematical Knowledge about Manipulators

The dynamics of an ideal rigid-link manipulator can be described by the following equation,
H(; q)q + C(; q; q)_ q_ + g(; q) = ua ;
2

(1)

in which q is a real n-vector representing the rotational angles of the n links of the manipulator arm;
H(; q) is the inertia matrix; C(; q; q)_ q_ accounts for the joint friction, coupling Coriolis and centripetal
forces; g(; q) is the torque caused by gravity; and ua is a real n-vector whose elements are joint torques
consisting of actuator outputs and external disturbances. Physical considertions ensure that the H(; q)
is always a positive de nite matrix.
Planar Two-Link Manipulator Example [13]: The rigid-body dynamics of the planar, two-link manipulator shown in Figure 1 can be written in form of equation (1) with
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H11() = 1 + 23 cos q2 + 24 sin q2
H12() = H21() = 2 + 3 cos q2 + 4 sin q2
H22() = 2
h() = 3 sin q2 ; 4 cos q2
 = [1 ; 2 ; 3; 4 ]T
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ua = 4
u a2
1 = I1 + m1 lc21 + Ie + me lce2 + me l12
2 = Ie + me lce2
3 = me l1 lce cos e
4 = me l1 lce sin e :
Here parameters with subscript 1 are related to link 1 and parameters with subscript e are related to the
combination of link 2 and end e ector; for example, I1 is the inertia of link 1, m1 is the mass of link 1, and
lc1 indicates location of link 1 mass center, et cetera (cf. [13]). For simplicity, we shall assume that the
gravity term is zero, corresponding to the case in which the manipulator arm moves only in the horizontal
plane.
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In view of the foregoing relations, the dynamic equation (1) for the manipulator in Figure 1, can be
rewritten as
Y (q; q;_ q) + g(; q) = ua

(2)

in which  =4 [1 ; 2; 3 ; 4 ]T and Y () is a 2  4 matrix with elements
Y11 = q1; Y12 = q2 ; Y21 = 0; Y22 = q1 + q2
Y13 = (2q1 + q2 ) cos q2 ; (2q_2q_1 + q_22 ) sin q2
Y14 = (2q1 + q2 ) sin q2 + (2q_2 q_1 + q_22 ) cos q2
Y23 = q1 cos q2 + q_12 sin q2
Y24 = q1 sin q2 ; q_12 cos q2:
Thus, the dynamical equations are seen to be linear in the controller parameter vector  for the above
two-link example. (Indeed, it can be shown that a similar linear parameterization is possible for a general
n-link manipulator [13].)
For manipulator trajectory control, the \computed torque" control method (e.g. [7]) is commonly used
to deal with the nonlinearity of the dynamic equation. The following is an example of a computed torque
control law (see Figure 2):

u= H(; q)[q~ + 2q~_ + 2 q~]

+H(; q)q + C(; q; q)_ q_ + g(; q)
(3)
= u~ + Y (q; q;_ q) + g(; q)
(4)
where
u~ = H(; q)[q~ + 2q~_ + 2 q~]
(5)
q~ = qd ; q
(6)
Here qd is desired trajectory and q~ is tracking error. The actual joint torque ua is related to the control
signal u by
ua = Ga (s)u + d
where Ga (s) represents uncertain actuator dynamics and and d is an uncertain disturbance.
The real variable  > 0 is a design parameter which determines the speed at which the tracking error
converges to zero. If there are no disturbances (i.e., d(t) = 0), no actuator dynamics (i.e., Ga(s) = 1),
and no other modeling errors, then u = ua and the application of control law (3) to the idealized robotic
manipulator system described by (1) gives
H(; q(t))[q~(t) + 2q~_ (t) + 2 q~(t)] = 0:
(7)
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Because the inertia matrix H(; q) is strictly positive de nite for all q, the above equality implies that
tracking error q~ decreases to zero as fast as e;t . If an external disturbance is introduced (i.e., d(t) 6= 0),
then (7) becomes
H(; q(t))[q~(t) + 2q~_ (t) + 2 q~(t)] = ;d(t):

(8)

The above implies that the robot manipulator tracking error will eventually fall into a region of size
proportional to the magnitude of d(t); and, the control law (3) is stabilizing. But this may be guaranteed
only for the idealized situation in which the parameters are exactly known, the actuators have no dynamics,
there is no friction, and the links are completely rigid. Evidently, good performance may still be possible
when these idealized assumptions do not hold, at least for some values of the assumed parameter vector
. Unfalsi ed control theory provides a rapid and precise means for determining which, if any, of values
of  remain suitable for control of the actual non-idealized physical system, based on a real-time analysis
of evolving real-time plant data.
III. Background: Unfalsified Control

The theory of unfalsi ed control is described in [10]. It is essentially an adaptive control theory that
permits learning by a process of elimination. The theory concerns the general feedback control con guration in Figure 3. As always in control theory, the goal is to determine a control law K for the plant P
such that the closed-loop system response, say T, satis es certain given speci cations. Unfalsi ed control
theory is concerned with the case in which the plant is either unknown or is only partially known and
one wishes to fully utilize information from measurements in selecting the control law K. In the theory
of unfalsi ed control, learning takes place when new information in measurement data enables one to
eliminate from consideration one or more candidate controllers.
The three elements that de ne the unfalsi ed control problem are (1) plant measurement data, (2)
a class of candidate controllers, and (3) a performance speci cation, say Tspec , consisting of a set of
admissible 3-tuples of signals (r; y; u). More precisely, we have the following.
De nition [10] : A controller K is said to be falsi

ed by measurement information if this information

is sucient to deduce that the performance speci cation (r; y; u) 2 Tspec 8r 2 R would be violated if that
controller were in the feedback loop. Otherwise, the control law K is said to be unfalsi ed.

To put plant models, data and controller models on an equal footing with performance speci cations,
these like Tspec are regarded as sets of 3-tuples of signals (r; y; u) | that is, they are regarded as relations
in R  Y  U . For example, if P : U ! Y and K : R  Y ! U then
o
n
P =
(r; y; u) y = Pu
8
2 39
<
r =
K = : (r; y; u) u = K 4 5 ; :
y
5

And, if J(r; y; u) is a given loss-function that we wish to be non-positive, then the performance speci cation
Tspec would be simply the set
n
o
Tspec = (r; y; u) J(r; y; u)  0 :
(9)
On the other hand, experimental information from a plant corresponds to partial knowledge of the plant
P. Loosely, data may be regarded as providing a sort of an \interpolation constraint" on the graph of P
| i.e., a `point' or set of `points' through which the in nite-dimensional graph of dynamical operator P
must pass.
Typically, the available measurement information will depend on the current time, say . For example,
if we have complete data on (u; y) from time 0 up to time  > 0, then the measurement information is
characterized by the set [10]
8
9
2
3
<
4 (r; y; u) 2 R  U  Y P 4 (u ; udata ) 5 = 0 =
Pdata =
(10)

:
;
(y ; ydata )
where P is the familiar time-truncation operator of input-output stability theory (cf. [11], [17]), viz.,
8
< x(t); if 0  t  
[P x](t) =4 :
0;
otherwise:
The main result of unfalsi ed control theory is the following theorem which gives necessary and sucient
conditions for past open-loop plant data Pdata to falsify the hypothesis that controller K can satisfy the
performance speci cation Tspec .
Unfalsi ed Control Theorem [10] : A control law K is unfalsi ed by measurement information Pdata
if, and only if, for each triple (r0; y0 ; u0) 2 Pdata \ K, there exists at least one pair (^u0 ; y^0) such that
(r0; y^0 ; u^0) 2 Pdata \ K \ Tspec .

The unfalsi ed control theorem says simply that controller falsi cation can be tested by computing an
intersection of certain sets of signals. It turns out that for the robot manipulator example considered
in this paper, this involves a linear programming computation, as the is shown in the next section. A
noteworthy feature of the unfalsi ed control theory is that a controller need not be in the loop to be
falsi ed. Broad classes of controllers can be falsi ed with open-loop plant data or even data acquired
while other controllers were in the loop.
IV. Unfalsified Robot Manipulator Control

We now consider the two-link manipulator trajectory control problem as an application of unfalsi ed
control theory. We shall demonstrate how the a priori mathematical knowledge and the a posteriori data
can be combined in the context of unfalsi ed control theory to produce a robust adaptive controller. In
the unlikely event that the manipulator conforms exactly to the theoretical ideal so that its dynamics are
exactly described by (1) with known parameters, and joint torque is exactly as commanded (i.e., joint
6

actuator transfer funtion Ga (s) = 1), then the application of the control law (3) will yield satisfactory
performance. However a real physical manipulator will have many other factors that cannot be characterized by (1) such as link exibility and the e ects of actuator dynamics, saturation, friction, mechanical
backlash and so forth. A mathematical model is never able to describe every detail of a physical system,
so there is always a gap between the model and reality. Such a gap may sometimes be fortuitously bridged
when the aforementioned factors are \negligible," but unfalsi ed control theory provides a more robust
methodology that ensures that this gap will be overcome whenever possible. We shall show below how the
theory directly uses real-time data to quickly and accurately assess the appropriateness of various control
laws of the form (3) on a given physical manipulator.
Now, assume the following conditions occur:
C1. Prior Knowledge: Our mathematical knowledge about manipulators in general and prior observation

of our particular manipulator's characteristics have caused us to believe that the use of a control law of
the general form (3) could result in the performance described by (8), and that (1) and (2) should hold.
C2. Parameter Uncertainty: Parameters such as inertia, location of mass center and so forth cannot be

correctly known in advance, due to possible changes of operating conditions or load mass, or due to other
unknown causes.
C3. Data: The actuator input commands (u1 ; u2) and the manipulator's output angles (q1 ; q2), velocities
(q_1; q_2), and accelerations (q1; q2) are directly measurable.
For this scenario, the unfalsi ed control method [10] can be applied by taking the reference signal r,
measurement signal y and control input signal u to be
r = qd
y = [q1; q2; q_1; q_2; q1; q2]T
u = [u1; u2]T
and, at each time , the measurement data is
udata = P u
ydata = P y:
Control Law and Unfalsi ed Controller Parameter Set

Based on Condition C1 above, the set of admissible control laws and performance speci cation are
selected as follows:
n
o
K = K()  2 IRm
(11)
o
n
with K() = (r; y; u) u = K (r; y)
7

Tspec() =

n

(r; y; u) J (r(t); y(t); u(t))  0 8t  

o

(12)

where
4 u(; q; q;_ q)
K (r; y) =
(13)
4 abs(~u) ; d
J (r(t); y(t); u(t)) =
(14)
  0 is a given time-function and, in (13), u(; q; q;_ q), u~(; q; q~; q~_ ; q~) and q~ are given
where, in (14), d(t)
by (3)-(6). In (12), J (r(t); y(t); u(t))  0 means each entry of J (r(t); y(t); u(t)), a vector, is less than
or equal to zero and abs([x1; : : :; xn]T ) denotes [jx1j; : : :; jxnj]T . Based on condition C3, the measured
data udata ; ydata consists of past values of commanded joint control torques u and sensor output signals
q; q;_ q, respectively. In this case, the measurement information set Pdata is given in terms of the data
(udata ; ydata ) by
o
4n
(15)
Pdata =
(r; y; u) 2 U  Y  U P u = udata ; P y = ydata
The notation () denotes the set of unfalsi ed values  at time . Based on the unfalsi ed control theory,
each element  2 () corresponds to a control law K()) given by (13).
Notice that the speci cation Tspec () is -dependent. It is through this dependence that prior knowledge
of the manipulator model in uences the adaptation process. In this example, the performance goal is to
make u~(; q; q~; q~_ ; q~) small. Not only does this ensure that the control signal u will not be appreciably larger
than need be, but it also ensures that the -dependent idealized rigid-body manipulator model will be a
reasonably good t to the observed data. The unfalsi ed control process simultaneously identi es both
the plant model and the controller when it identi es ^.
The following describes how the unfalsi ed controller parameter set (t) can be obtained through set
intersections. According to (13), a control law K with parameter vector  results in the control signal u
given by the computed torque control law (3). Hence, the set Pdata \ K() consists of those points (r; y; u)
satisfying for all t  
r(t)
=
q^d ()(t)
y(t)
=
ydata (t)
u(t) = udata(t)
where, for each , q^d() is a solution to udata = K (^qd (); ydata ), viz.,
q^d () + 2q^_d () + 2 q^d ()
= H(; q);1 u + H(; q)(2q_ + 2 q)

;C(; q; q)_ q_ ; g(; q) :

(16)

Note that, given only the measured plant input-output data and a parameter vector , the right hand
side of the above can be determined. For this \ ctitious" reference signal q^d (), the performance of every
8

control law can be examined even if the data was not produced by this control law. According to the
unfalsi ed control theory, the unfalsi ed controller parameter set () at current-time  can be expressed
as a set intersection:
\
() =
(t)
(17)
where

0t

o
4 n
  2 0
(t) =
 abs(~u(q(t); q(t);
_ q(t); ))  d(t);
4 Y (q(t); q(t);
u~(q(t); q(t);
_ q(t); ) =
_ q(t))

(18)
(19)

where Y (q(t); q(t);
_ q(t)) is de ned in (2), the vector inequality in (18) holds component-wise, and
abs([x1; : : :; xn]T ) denotes [jx1j; : : :; jxnj]T . In (18), the set 0  IRm is an a priori estimate the range of
controller parameter vectors that are considered to be candidates for achieving the performance speci cation Tspec ().
Parameter Update Law

The goal is to compute at each time  controller parameter vector ^() such that ^(t) 2 () 8. The
corresponding controller K (r; y; u) may then be inserted in the control loop. The strategy for choosing
^() is as follows: The value of ^() is held constant until such time as it is falsi ed by the newest data.
That is, ^() remains constant as time  increases until such time as ^( ; ) 62 (), (Here  ; denotes the
time just an instant prior to time .) At the instant  when this occurs ^( ; ) 62 (), and ^() must
switch to a new value ^() 2 ().
An important theoretical point to note is that each of the sets () de ned in (18) is a convex polytope,
bounded by the intersection of two pairs of hyperplanes in IR4. And, the intersection of nitely many
convex polytopes is always a convex polytope too. The computation of an element of a convex polytope
is, it turns out, a linear programming problem for which there are many good computational algorithms.
Thus, the computation of an unfalsi ed ^(t) 2 (t) at a switching time involves using a linear programming
algorithm.
We have opted for a ^ parameter update law that produces new controller parameter vector ^ that is
`optimal' in the sense that it as far as possible from the boundary of the current unfalsi ed set (); i.e.,
^() = arg max dist(; @())
(20)
2( )

where @() denotes the boundary of the set (). Speci cally, we compute ^ as the solution to the
following linear programming problem (whose computational complexity proportional to the number of
past measurements being considered [15]):
^() = arg max 
(21)
2( )
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subject to 8 0  t  
0
 + R(t)  0
;Y (q(t); q(t);
_ q(t)) + d(t)
 ; R(t)  0
Y (q(t); q(t);
_ q(t)) ; d(t)

(22)
(23)
(24)

where R(t) 2 IR2 is given by

2
3
k
Y
(q(t);
q(t);
_
q

(t))
k
1
5
R(t) =4 4
(25)
kY2 (q(t); q(t);
_ q(t))k
where Yi (); (i = 1; 2) denotes i-th row of the matrix Y () de ned by (2). Here the maximal , say ^, is
the radius of the largest ball that ts inside the convex polytope () and ^ is its center. That is, ^ is a
point in () that is as far as possible from @() and ^ the distance of ^ from @().
Besides the batch-type approach linear programming (21), a recursive algorithm for (21) is also possible
because the unfalsi ed controller parameter set () is the intersection of degenerate ellipsoids (regions
between \parallel" hyper planes), the recursive algorithm of minimal-volume outer approximation by Fogel
and Huang [3] can be useful for the calculation of the intersections. Further, convergence of time for the
linear program may be much reduced because at each switching time the value (^; ^( ; )) is a feasible
point for all constraints (t < ) in (22)-(24) and only the constraints (23)-(24) corresponding to t =  are
violated.
V. Computer Simulation

Simulations are performed to demonstrate the performance of the unfalsi ed control method. The twolink manipulator given in Example is used in the simulations; furthermore, in order to test the robustness
capability of the unfalsi ed control method, rst order transfer functions of di erent bandwidth are used
to simulate the actuator dynamics, viz.,
Ga (s) = s 1+ 1
where 1=(2) is the actuator bandwidth in hertz; the values  = 0,  = 1=(10) and  = 1=(40)
were used in the simulations displayed in the plots. In the simulation, the following robot manipulator
parameters are used
m1 = 1; l1 = 1; me = 2; e = 30 ;
I1 = :12; lc1 = :5; Ie = 0:25; lce = 0:6
4 [ ;  ;  ;  ]T =
so that the exact parameter vector (in the absence of actuator) is  =
1 2 3 4
T
[3:34; 0:97;1:0392; 0:6] . The scenario of the simulation is that the end e ector mass me changes back and
forth between 2 and 20 periodically with period 0.5 sec, so does its inertia Ie between 0.25 and 2.5, so
that the parameter vector changes between [3:34; 0:97; 1:0392;0:6]T and [30:07; 9:7;10:3923; 6] periodically
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with period 0.5 sec accordingly. The magnitudes of parameter vectors are unknown to the controller. The
desired trajectory used is
qd1 (t) = 30(1 ; cos 2t); qd2 (t) = 45 (1 ; cos 2t) :
The external torque disturbance acting on the two joints are sin 20t and 2 sin 13t, respectively. At time
t = 0, the system is initially at rest with joint angles q1(0) = q2(0) = 0:4 rad.
For comparison, two control methods are examined. One is the unfalsi ed control method. The other
is the adaptive control method by Slotine et al. [12]. The Slotine et al. controller is
u = Yslot ^ + KD q~_ + ~q
(26)
where ^ is the estimated parameter vector of , KD is positive de nite, and  is a positive de nite matrix.
Similar to (2), Yslot satis es
H(; q)qr + C(; q; q)_ q_r + g(; q) = Yslot (q; q;_ q_r ; qr );
in which q_r = q_d + ~q. The parameter update law for ^ is
^_ = ;;Y T s
slot

(27)

in which ; > 0. The parameters used in the simulation are KD = 100I2,  = 20I2, and ; =
diag([:03; :05; :1;:3]).
For the unfalsi ed control method, 0 taken as a solid square box centering at origin with each edge of
^ q) > I,
length 200. To avoid the complexity, the choice of 0 does not take into account the condition H(;
8q, 8 2 0 , as required by the theorems of [14]; simulation results show boundedness of signal can still
be obtained without this singularity condition. For simplicity, the computation delay time i is taken as
constant for all i with i = 10;3 sec [14]. The parameter  used in the control law (3) is  = 20. The
 = [2; 4]T is the bound on
linear programming parameter update law (21) is used, in which constant d(t)
the e ect of external disturbance in the performance specifation Tspec . In our simulation, the \correct"
parameter vector changes periodically every 0:5 seconds starting at  = 0 and at these time the parameter
update law (17) is reset by discarding previous data, resetting the parameter update clock time to  = 0
and setting (0) = 0 .
In the simulation, both control methods use ^(0) = [:5; :5; :5; :5]T as initial guess for the parameter
estimate, and the results are shown in Figure 5. Simulations in both cases were attempted for each of the
three values of actuator time-constant  = 0; 1=(40); 1=(10). However, an unstable initially transient
with Slotine et al.'s method was too severe to permit the simlation to be performed with for actuator
bandwidths smaller than 10 hertz (i.e.,   2=10). Thus ve time histories appear in each plot in Figure
5, three for the unfalsi ed methods and two for the method of Slotine et al..
Plots ((a) )-(b) ) in Figure 4 each show the ve time histories for the joint angle tracking errors q~1 and
q~2, respectively. The smallest amplitude error corresponds to the unfalsi ed control approach with in nite
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actuator bandwidth ( = 0). Next amplitude are the unfalsi ed-controltracking errors for  = 1=(40) and
 = 1=(10), respectively Increasing amplitude tracking-errors are shown for the Slotine et al. controller
with  = 0 and  = 1=(40), respectively. Though not shown, other simulations that we performed
showed the tracking error with changes in the manipulator end e ector mass to be also smaller with our
unfalsi ed controller than with the Slotine et al. controller.
Also shown in Figure 4 are the actuator torques required for both the unfalsi ed control ( = 0, 1=(40)
and 1=(10)) and the Slotine et al. controller ( = 0, 1=(40)). Surprisingly, the three smaller amplitude
actuator signals shown correspond to the unfalsi ed controller, even though these control signals also
produce smaller the tracking errors as shown in Figure 5 (a) -(b) . The plots show that the unfalsi ed
controller is able to achieve a more precise and \sure-footed" control over the arm's response without any
appreciable increase in control energy.
Figures 5 (a) -(d) show the estimated parameters ^i (t) (i = 1; : : :; 4). The two sluggishly smooth traces
in each of the four plots are for the Slotine et al. controller with  = 0 and  = 1=(40). The crisp
\square-wave" response shown in the four plots are for the unfalsi ed controller. There is no perceptable
di erence in unfalsi ed controller response due to variations in the actuator time-constant; the three values
of  = 0, 1=(40) and 1=(10) produce time-histories that coincide with the \square-wave" plots shown
in the gure. The simulations show that the Slotine et al. controller controller cannot accurately track
the \correct" parameters. Attempts by us to improve this situation by adjusting Slotine's parameter ;
proved unsuccessful.
Finally, the number of oating point operations ( ops) required for each update of ^() by the unfalsi ed controller's linear programming routine (solved by using the Matlab Optimization Toolbox function
lp.m) is plotted in Figure 6. The gure shows the times  at which the controller gain ^() was falsied and the number of ops ( oating point operations) required to solve the linear program (21){(24)
in order to compute a new, as yet unfalsi ed controller at each of these times. As the Figure shows,
between six and eighteen such falsi cations occurred in each 0.5 second interval between controller resets.
The average computational load during the ve second simulation was about 0.8 k ops/msec. Currently,
state-of-the-art Pentium-based computers are capable of about 60 k ops/msec. Thus, though the computational burden of our unfalsi ed controller may seem large, it is well within the capacity of standard
microprocessors.
VI. Discussion and Conclusion

Using manipulator trajectory control as an example, we have demonstrated how prior knowledge and
the posterior data can be merged within the context of unfalsi ed control theory to form a synthesis
procedure for a nonlinear adaptive controller. Unfalsi ed control is used to adaptively adjust four parameters of a `computed torque' manipulator arm controller. The parameters represent unknown dynamical
coecients of an ideal frictionless, rigid-link manipulator. For non-ideal manipulators whose dynamics
12

are not necessarily well-approximated by the ideal, robust performance is ensured by application of the
unfalsi ed control method which, using real time data, adjusts the controller parameters so as to ensure
that ability of the current controller K(^(t)) to meet the performance goal is unfalsi ed by the accumulated past measurement data. Convergence is assured provided only that there exists a controller with
the speci ed \computed-torque" structure which meets the performance speci cation. The \gridding" of
controller parameter space which has been typical of previous applications of unfalsi ed control is avoided
by characterizing the evolution of the optimal unfalsi ed parameter vector ^(t) as the solution to a linear
program speci ed in terms of performance goals and evolving measurement data.
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produces a quicker, more precise response, without increased control e ort.
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